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Introduction and Summary 

Modifications of the Cooksville Creek SWMHYMO model were made in July of 2011 to test the 
benefit of using upper-basin offline storage to reduce peak flows for larger wet weather events. 
Modifications included development of new model inputs for a damaging storm that occurred on 
August 4, 2009, insertion of proposed storage basins developed in coordination with Aquafor 
Beech Ltd in model sub basins using the route reservoir command in the model, modifying the 
outflow-storage relationships for each storage basin to optimize peak flow reduction, and 
quantifying peak flow reductions throughout the watershed. Selected results were also input into 
the current HEC-2 model of the watershed to quantify the benefits of predicted flow reductions 
in lowering predicted maximum Cooksville Creek water surface elevations (WSEs).  

Preliminary results indicate peak flows can be reduced to 127 m3/sec at Dundas Street for the 
100 year storm with the addition of all proposed storage basins. This corresponds to a 39 percent 
reduction from the 207 m3/sec peak flow. For the August 2009 storm, the SWMHYMO model 
predicts that peak flow can be reduced from 235 m3/sec to 129 m3/sec at Dundas Street. HEC-2 
model outputs predicted an average WSE decrease of 0.84 meters for the 100 year storm through 
inclusion of the storage basins. 

It should be noted (reference should also be made to Section 6.2.1 of the main report) that sites 
14 and 15, while included in this Technical Appendix, were dropped during the site selection 
process. 

 Model Development 

The current version of the future land use Cooksville Creek SWMHYMO model implemented in 
the 2002 Cooksville Creek Flood Remediation Plan (ERWG 2002) was used as a base for this 
modeling effort. The 100 year storm was not modified from the current version of the model. 
The model was then modified to create a new file for the August 4, 2009 storm. The hyetograph 
for the August 2009 storm was created from data provided in the 2009 Cooksville Creek August 
2009 Flooding report for Mississauga rainfall recording station six (EWRG 2010). This station 
recorded the greatest 60 minute rainfall depth of the ten stations cited in the report. The timestep 
throughout the model had to be altered for the August 2009 storm because the Mississauga 
recording stations measured rainfall at 5 minute intervals, instead of the 10 minute intervals used 
for the 100 year storm. 

Although the magnitude of the August 2009 storm peak rainfall intensity was less than that of the 
100 year storm, the rainfall intensities in the time intervals leading up to the peak were greater in 
the August 2009 storm (Figure 1). In addition, the station six hyetograph was applied over the 
entire Cooksville Creek watershed in the SWMHYMO model, when in reality it only fell over a 
portion of the watershed. This resulted in higher peak flows in Cooksville Creek from the August 
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2009 storm than the 100 year storm for a number of locations in the watershed (Table 1).The 
model was then modified to include the fifteen storage basins. 

The location, size and drainage area information for each potential storage basin used in this 
assessment was first developed by Aquafor Beech. Locations of the fifteen sites of interest are 
included in Figure 2. Delineated storage basin drainage areas were cross referenced with a 
provided Cooksville Creek watershed map delineated with major roads and the sub basins as 
defined in the SWMHYMO model. The storage basins were then inserted into the model using 
the route reservoir command. Two sub basins as defined in the SWMHYMO model included 
multiple storage basins. Storage basins 3, 4, and 5 are in the same sub basin and so were lumped 
into one route reservoir command with an equivalent total capacity for this analysis. Storage 
basins 10, 11, and 16 were also lumped in similar manner. Figure 3 shows the updated schematic 
for the Cooksville Creek SWMHYMO model with these storage basin additions included. 

To most effectively reduce the peak flow from each sub basin, route reservoir outflow-storage 
relationships were developed such that an outflow rate small enough to reduce the peak predicted 
flow rate for the sub basin but large enough to reserve storage basin capacity for the largest 
predicted flows in the sub basin. If a storage basin filled before the inflow peak arrived at the 
basin, then offline storage would not be available to capture a portion of the peak flow and the 
storage volume would not be used effectively.  In short, storage basin overflow curves were 
developed to balance the need to reserve capacity to capture the peak of the storm while 
minimizing the peak flow rate delivered to the creek. 

To accomplish this goal, the outflow-storage curves were adjusted such that a storage basin 
begins storing runoff only when the inflow rate is greater than a certain percentage of the 100 
year peak inflow. This percentage is unique for each storage basin and depends on the 
characteristics of the sub basin and the storage basin size and location. Each outflow-storage 
curve was refined using an iterative method in which the storage basin curves were adjusted 
based on previous trial results. In some cases, the storage basin outflow rate could be lowered 
while still preventing the storage basin from filling before the inflow peak occurred. In other 
cases, the storage basins filled before the peak inflow occurred, so the outflow rate was raised to 
pass a larger percentage of the pre-peak flow while still capturing the inflow peak. An example 
of an outflow-storage curve used for storage basin 2 is shown in Figure 4. 

A final adjustment to the SWMHYMO model involved reducing the timestep used to calculate 
outflow hydrographs from the storage basins. This was necessary because too large a timestep 
caused flow pulsing from the storage basins during the falling limb of the outflow hydrographs. 

Results 

SWMHYMO model results for the original storms and most recent analyses are summarized in 
Table 1. Peak flows through channels downstream of the storage basins were reduced to 61-70 
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percent of the 100 year storm peak and 55-67 percent of the August 2009 storm peak.  The 
maximum peak flow discharged from the sub basins where storage basins were implemented 
ranged from 5 to 50 percent of the 100 year storm. A large area of the Cooksville Creek 
watershed remains unaffected by installation of the proposed storage basins. Particularly, runoff 
from sub basins CC1, CC2, CC3, CC4, CC5, CC8, CC9, CC10, CC11, CCWT1, and CCEB1 is 
not directed to a stormwater control. 

Peak flow rates from the SWMHYMO model output at 15 locations were then input into the 
HEC-2 model using the original and storage basin-updated 100 year storm flow rates. Initial 
results indicate a decrease in the water surface elevation ranging from 0.03 to 2.61 meters with 
an average decrease of 0.84 meters (Figure 5a, Figure 5b). 

References 

Environmental Water Resources Group (EWRG). 2002. Cooksville Creek Flood Remediation 
Plan. May. 

Environmental Water Resources Group (EWRG). 2010. Cooksville Creek Flooding August 
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Figure 1. Hyetographs for the 100 year storm and August 4, 2009 storm (EWRG 2010). 
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Table 1. Cooksville Creek SWMHYMO Results for 100 year and August 2009 storms 

Location 

100 year storm August 2009 storm 

Original 
Route Reservoirs 
for Basins 1-16 

Original 
Route Reservoirs 
for Basins 1-16 

m3/sec m3/sec 
% of 
original 

m3/sec m3/sec 
% of 
original 

Site 14 7.4 0.4 5.4% 7.0 0.4 5.7% 

Site 15 20.4 3.1 15.5% 19.1 3.2 16.6% 

Site 1 62.0 9.4 15.1% 67.4 9.4 13.9% 

Site 2 30.9 6.3 20.3% 27.2 17.8 65.2% 

Site 3+4+5 29.8 6.1 20.3% 30.7 6.1 19.7% 

Site 6 29.6 13.4 45.3% 27.0 22.8 84.3% 

Site 7 42.0 16.9 40.2% 40.7 33.7 83.0% 

Site 12 9.4 4.3 45.8% 8.2 9.3 113.3% 

Site 8 57.6 23.1 40.1% 60.5 29.3 48.4% 

Site 9 33.2 16.7 50.3% 35.3 33.1 93.7% 

Site 10+11+16 43.3 8.8 20.2% 44.0 8.8 19.9% 

After Route CC5 (Dundas St) 207.3 126.6 61.1% 234.5 129.1 55.1% 

After Route CC4 (QW West) 210.1 131.8 62.7% 220.4 131.4 59.6% 

After Route CC3 (QEW) 203.4 131.1 64.5% 208.1 127.0 61.0% 

After Route CC2 (CNR) 196.9 130.1 66.1% 196.7 123.2 62.6% 

After Route CC1 (Lakeshore Rd) 220.2 154.5 70.2% 217.3 145.2 66.8% 

Lake Ontario 220.9 155.2 70.3% 217.5 145.4 66.8% 
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Figure 2. Overall map showing locations of storage basins (obtained from Aquafor Beech, 
7/13/2011) 
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Figure 3. Modified Cooksville Creek SWMHYMO Computation Schematic 
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Figure 4. Outflow-Storage Curve for Storage Basin 2 

 

 

Figure 5a. Water surface elevations for the pre- and post-100 year storm updated files 
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Figure 5b. Decrease in water surface elevations for the 100 year storm by addition of 
storage basins 
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City of Mississauga: Flood Control Evaluation Study - Municipal Class EA

Welcome

Background

Objectives of Tonight’s
Meeting

Objectives of the Study

The City of Mississauga is undertaking a
Flood Evaluation Study on Cooksville
Creek. The study is being completed as a
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment
and the study area is shown in the figure to
the right.

The Cooksville Creek watershed has an
area of about 34 km with its headwaters
originating north of Highway 401. The
watercourse flows to the south and drains
to Lake Ontario. The watershed is long and
narrow and is fully developed with the
exception of a few vacant parcels of land.

Cooksville Creek exhibits varying conditions
throughout its length, ranging from a natural
state to significant portions which have
undergone some degree of channelization.

Numerous homes and properties have
flooded over the years, most notably on
August 4, 2009. It is estimated that
approximately 120 buildings would flood for
the 100 year storm and approximately 300
buildings would flood for the Regional storm
(Hurricane Hazel).

Cooksville Creek also has a considerable
history of erosion problems along the
watercourse. The City has spent
approximately $8 million since the mid
1990's to remediate erosion problems.
There are also other issues related to
degraded water quality, lack of base flow
and aquatic resources.

The current study is being undertaken as a
flood control Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment (EA) with a study area
extending from Highway 401 to Lake
Ontario. Through the EA process,
alternatives have been developed to
address the flood prone sites which have
been identified. The EA process provides
an opportunity for the public to offer
comments and insight to the study, and to
discuss related concerns with the study
team.

The objectives of tonight's meeting are to
present the identified problems and
alternative solutions and to provide an
opportunity to the public to review this
material and provide input. Attendees are
asked to fill out the questionnaire provided
to help establish public acceptance of each
of the alternatives.

The objectives of the study are as follows:

Reduce occurrence of riverine flooding for
dwellings and properties adjacent to
Cooksville Creek

Reduce extent and frequency of erosion
Improve water quality conditions within
Cooksville Creek
Improve aquatic habitat conditions

2

Primary Objective:

Secondary Objectives:

•

•
•

•
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PROBLEMS

Erosion

Water Quality

Aquatic Resources

OPPORTUNITIES

Flooding
•

•

Approximately 300 dwellings are
located within the Regulatory floodline.
Flooding of dwellings has occurred

several times, most recently as a result
of the August 4, 2009 storm.

•

•

•

•

•

•
City has undertaken restoration works
at 12 sites over the past 20 years.
Approximately 10 priority erosion sites
remain.

Existing water quality conditions are
such that Provincial Water Quality
Objectives are not met a majority of
the time. This results in loss of
aquatic life and degradation of
aesthetic conditions.

Only tolerant fish species reside in the
creek as a result of degraded water
quality, poor habitat conditions and
instream barriers.

Reduction in flooding could occur as a
result of expanding the capacity of
existing culverts or bridges, reducing
the amount of flow getting into the
stream and/or expanding the capacity
of the floodplain.

Some of the above measures could be
used to reduce erosion problems,
improve water quality conditions and
improve aquatic habitat conditions.

Problem and Opportunity Identification
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The existing environmental conditions
within the study area are summarized
below.

Cooksville Creek has experienced
significant erosion over the last 20
years as a result of urbanization, lack of
stormwater management measures and
the unique characteristics of the stream
which consists of shale and limestone
in the lower reaches.

Generally, there are poor quality
habitats along Cooksville Creek due to
unstable substrates, lack of instream
cover and extreme variation in flows
from dry to wet weather periods.

A few warmwater fish species that
tolerate poor water quality conditions
have been identified.

The terrestrial habitat along the stream
corridor generally consists of manicured
properties or a narrow band of culturally
influenced and heavily disturbed
riparian woodland.

A sanitary trunk sewer runs adjacent to
Cooksville Creek in the lower reaches.
At times, the sewer or manholes have
been exposed as a result of stream
erosion.

Flooding

•

•

A total of 300 dwellings are located
within the Regulatory foodline. As
noted in the accompanying figure a
majority of the flood susceptible homes
are located downstream of
Burnhamthorpe Road.

The area most susceptible to flooding is
located between Burnhamthorpe Road
and Dundas Street. Dwellings in the
King Street and Paisley Boulevard area
could experience flooding every 5 - 10
years, on average.

There are approximately 12 Natural
Areas (wetlands, woodlands) located
within the watershed.

Erosion

Fishery

Terrestrial Habitat

Infrastructure

•

•

•

•

•

•

Existing Environmental Conditions
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Town of Oakville - Fourteen Mile Creek Reach 2 Stabilization and Rehabilitation

Environmental Assessment Process
Many projects related to municipal systems are similar in nature, are
carried out routinely, and have predictable and mitigatable
environmental effects which are investigated according to the
Municipal Engineers Association “Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment” (October 2000, as amended in 2007).

This study is being carried out according to the requirements of a
Master Plan. The flow chart to the right illustrates the key steps to be
undertaken as part of the EA Process.

Background data
collection and
interpretation

Identification of the
problems and
opportunities

Determination of
existing conditions

Development of a
long list of

alternatives

Formulation and
evaluation of

strategies

Selection of
preferred strategy

City of Mississauga: Flood Control Evaluation Study - Municipal Class EA
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Development of a Long List of Alternatives
The long list of alternatives that were developed may be divided into two general categories (Traditional and Non Traditional). Each alternative was assessed based
on criteria (see accompanying table) consistent with the Environmental Assessment Process. The alternatives which received a favourable rating were brought
forward and will form the basis of the Preferred Strategy. Each of the alternatives that were considered are described below.

TRADITIONAL ALTERNATIVES

Watercourse Capacity Enlargement
ü Increasing the capacity of the existing

watercourse may reduce flood levels.

Crossing Capacity Enlargement
ü Increasing the capacity of existing

culverts or bridges may reduce water
levels.

Dykes / Berms
ü Dykes or berms are built adjacent to

dwellings in order to contain flows
within the floodplain.

Flood Proofing
ü Landowners can floodproof buildings

by sealing or filling in openings which
are susceptible to flooding.

Land Acquisition
ü Flood susceptible properties could be

purchased by the City or Credit Valley
Conservation and then removed.

Before After

Before AfterBefore After
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Development of a Long List of Alternatives
The long list of alternatives that were developed may be divided into two general categories (Traditional and Non Traditional). Each alternative was assessed based
on criteria (see accompanying table) consistent with the Environmental Assessment Process. The alternatives which received a favourable rating were brought
forward and will form the basis of the Preferred Strategy. Each of the alternatives that were considered are described below.

NON TRADITIONAL ALTERNATIVES

Storage in Upstream Locations
ü Storage in upstream lands within parks

or vacant properties could be used to
reduce flood levels in Cooksville Creek.

In-Channel Storage
ü Storage within Cooksville Creek could

be used to reduce flood levels.

Source Control Measures
ü These measures, which are implemented on private

property, include roof downspout disconnection, use
of rain barrels, pervious driveways and rain gardens.

Conveyance Control Measures
ü These measures, which are implemented within the

municipal right-of-way may include bioretention units or
perforated pipes. The measures encourage infiltration
or evapotranspiration, thereby reducing runoff and
flood levels.

Tunnel
ü Construction of a tunnel, which would

divert flows above levels which cause
flooding could be considered.
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Description of the Natural Environmental Criteria Used for
Selecting the Preferred Criteria

Description of the Economic Criteria Used for Selecting the
Preferred Alternatives

Description of Social/Cultural Criteria used for the Selection of
the Preferred Alternatives

Description of Implementation Criteria used for the Selection of
the Preferred Alternatives

Evaluation Criteria Description of Criteria
Potential to Reduce Riverine
Flooding

• Potential to reduce flooding of properties along Cooksville Creek
floodplain

Potential to Reduce Erosion • Potential to reduce erosion within Cooksville Creek
Potential to Improve Water
Quality

• Potential to improve water quality based on existing water
quality conditions

Potential to Improve Aquatic
Habitat

• Potential to improve aquatic habitats by improving baseflows,
or stream habitat

Evaluation Criteria Description of Criteria
Construction Costs • The relative cost of the alternative
Operation and Maintenance • The relative cost of operating and maintaining the alternative

based on factors such as overall maintenance frequency and
intensity, equipment needs and future permit requirement

Infrastructure Protection • Potential to protect existing or proposed infrastructure
including storm outfalls, sanitary sewers, pedestrian bridges,
etc.

Evaluation Criteria Description of Criteria
Aesthetics / Recreation • Potential for the alternative to be an asset to the community by

integrating the alternative into existing site activities (walking,
jogging, park usage) and/or improve aesthetics; or to impact
existing park usage or detract from aesthetics

Compatibility with Adjacent
Land Use

• There are potential impacts associated with construction of
retrofit facilities, or future maintenance particularly with
respect to adjacent land use

• Access/egress also needs to be considered
Community Disruption • The potential of the alternative to disrupt the community, more

specifically given the surrounding land use – business activities
during, or after the construction process

Public/User Acceptance • Public/user acceptability of proposed alternative including
construction impacts, property value, lifestyle changes,
noise/odour issues

Evaluation Criteria Description of Criteria
Timing to Implement • Length of time required to implement the proposed alternative
Technical Feasibility • The feasibility of implementing the proposed alternative
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Evaluation Matrix for Traditional Alternatives

Evaluation Criteria Watercourse Capacity
Enlargement

Crossing Capacity
Enlargement Dykes / Berms Flood Proofing Land Acquisition

Natural Environment
• Good potential to

reduce riverine
flooding

• Good potential to
reduce riverine
flooding

• Moderate potential to
reduce riverine
flooding

• Limited potential to
reduce riverine
flooding

• Limited potential to
reduce riverine
flooding

Economic

• Moderate
construction cost

• Low operation and
maintenance cost

• Moderate
construction cost

• Low operation and
maintenance cost

• Low to moderate
construction cost

• Moderate to high
operation and
maintenance cost

• Low to moderate
construction cost

• Moderate to high
operation and
maintenance cost

• Moderate to high
construction cost

• Low operation and
maintenance cost

Social / Cultural

• Generally accepted
by public and
agencies

• Limited disruption
during construction

• Compatible with
adjacent land uses

• Generally accepted
by public and
agencies

• Limited disruption
during construction

• Compatible with
adjacent land uses

• Generally accepted
by agencies, may be
issue if constructed
on private property

• Limited disruption
during construction

• Compatibility with
adjacent land uses to
be assessed on site by
site basis

• Generally accepted
by agencies

• Acceptance by
homeowners site
specific

• Last resort alternative
by agencies

• Generally does not
meet with landowner
approval

Technical
• Technically feasible
• Short implementation

period

• Technically feasible
• Short implementation

period

• Technically feasible
• Moderate

implementation
period

• Feasibility dependent
upon site conditions
and flooding extent

• Short implementation
period

• Technically feasible
• Moderate

implementation
period

Overall Alternative
Rank

Comment • Brought forward • Brought forward

• Brought forward, but
limited to public
lands or with
homeowner consent

• Not brought forward,
but to be
implemented
independently by
homeowner

• Not brought forward
except for vacant
properties
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Evaluation Matrix for Non Traditional Alternatives

Evaluation Criteria Storage in Upstream
Locations In-channel Storage Source Control

Measures
Conveyance Control

Measures Tunnel

Natural Environment

• Good potential to
reduce riverine
flooding, limited for
basement flooding

• Good potential for
reducing erosion,
improving water
quality and aquatics

• Moderate potential to
reduce riverine
flooding

• Moderate potential to
reduce erosion

• Good potential to
reduce riverine
flooding, limited for
basement flooding

• Good potential for
reducing erosion,
improving water
quality and aquatics

• Good potential to
reduce riverine
flooding, limited for
basement flooding

• Good potential for
reducing erosion,
improving water
quality and aquatics

• Good potential to
reduce riverine
flooding

Economic

• Moderate
construction cost

• Moderate operation
and maintenance cost

• Moderate benefit in
protecting existing
infrastructure within
floodplain

• Moderate
construction cost

• Moderate operation
and maintenance cost

• Low construction cost
• Low to moderate

operation and
maintenance cost

• Moderate benefit in
protecting existing
infrastructure within
floodplain

• Moderate
construction cost

• Moderate operation
and maintenance cost

• Moderate benefit in
protecting existing
infrastructure within
floodplain

• High construction
cost

• High operation and
maintenance cost

Social / Cultural

• Generally accepted
by public and
agencies

• Low to moderate
community disruption

• Potential to be an
asset to community

• Generally accepted
by public and
agencies

• Low to moderate
community disruption

• Potential to be an
asset to community

• Generally accepted
by public and
agencies

• Low community
disruption

• Potential to be an
asset to community

• Generally accepted
by public and
agencies

• Low community
disruption

• Potential to be an
asset to community

• Compatibility with
adjacent land uses
unknown

• Questionable agency
acceptance

• Considerable
community disruption

Technical

• Technically feasible
• Short to moderate

implementation
period

• Feasibility dependent
on site conditions

• Short to moderate
implementation
period

• Technically feasible
• Short implementation

period

• Technically feasible
• Short to moderate

implementation
period

• Feasibility dependent
upon site conditions

• Long implementation
period

Overall Alternative
Rank

Comment • Brought Forward • Brought Forward

• Brought forward, but
to be implemented as
part of City Wide
Water Quality Study
Implementation

• Brought forward, but
to be implemented as
part of City Wide
Water Quality Study
Implementation

• Not brought Forward
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Description of the Preferred Strategy
The alternatives that received a favourable rating were brought
forward and will form the basis of the Preferred Strategy. A
description of the Preferred Strategy is provided below.

The Preferred Strategy involves a combination of:
Storage in upstream locations to reduce flows within
Cooksville Creek to acceptable levels.
Watercourse and channel capacity enlargements together
with creation of a berm in the King Street and Paisley Road
areas where homes are more susceptible.
Construction of a berm adjacent to Cooksville Creek to
protect homes along Rhonda Valley.
Implementation of source and conveyance control measures
(to be considered as part of the City Water Quality Strategy
Update Study).

Collectively, implementation of the above measures will
provide flood protection for all properties for the 100 year
storm.
Issues related to ongoing erosion, degraded water quality
and poor aquatic habitat conditions will also be improved.

Description of the Preferred Strategy

Benefits

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
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PREFERRED STRATEGY COMPONENTS:
Watercourse Crossing and Channel Improvements

Paisley Boulevard

King Street

Before

After

Before

After
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PREFERRED STRATEGY COMPONENTS:
Storage

Park 317

Eastgate Park

Conceptual Image of
Underground Storage

A total of 13 potential sites have been
identified. All but one of these sites would
involve the construction of underground
facilities to reduce peak flows and erosion,
improve water quality and increase flows
during dry periods.

Potential Areas Where Storage
Could be Implemented

Type Number

Existing Parks 9

Vacant Land 2

Hydro Corridor 2

Sites

1. Site 317 6. Frank McKechnie
Park

11. McKenzie Park

2. Offline Britannia
Farm

7. Eastgate Park 12. Huron Heights

3. Greyshale Park 8. Hydro Corridor -
East

13. Given Road

4. Heritage Hills
Park

9. Adjacent to
Metro (food)

5. Hydro Corridor -
West

10. Central Parkway
East
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PREFERRED STRATEGY COMPONENTS:
Construction of Berm

Rhonda Valley
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Thank you for your participation!

After tonight’s meeting, we will undertake the following Steps:
Gather your comments
Review feedback
Finalize alternative ranking
Prepare conceptual designs for the preferred strategy components
Complete the EAdocument
Prepare a notice of completion and have the EAdocument available for review

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Next Steps

For additional information, please contact one of the
study team members:
Mr. MuneefAhmad
Water Resources Engineer
City of Mississauga
201 City Centre Drive, Ste 800
Mississauga, ON L5B 2T4
Phone: 905 615 3200 ext.4793
E-mail: muneef.ahmad@mississauga.ca

Mr. Dave Maunder
Senior Project Manager
Aquafor Beech Limited
Consultant
SkymarkAvenue, Ste 202, Bldg 6
Mississauga, ON L4W 5B2
Phone: 905 629 0099 ext.290
Email: maunder.d@aquaforbeech.com

mailto:E-mail:muneef.ahmad@mississauga.ca
mailto:Email:maunder.d@aquaforbeech.com
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